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A Russian engineer has been fined for using one of the country's most powerful
supercomputers to mine Bitcoin at a top-secret nuclear lab in the closed city of Sarov.

Several scientists at the Sarov nuclear center 400 kilometers from Moscow were arrested last
year on suspicion of using a workplace supercomputer to mine the cryptocurrency. The
institute, where the first Soviet nuclear weapon was produced in 1949, is home to some of
Russia’s most powerful supercomputers.

Related article: Russia Is Becoming a Cryptocurrency Haven

The Sarov city court has fined Denis Baykov, an employee at the nuclear center, 450,000
rubles ($7,000) for attempting to mine Bitcoin on one of the supercomputers, the court’s
press service told the state-run RIA Novosti news agency Friday. 
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The court website says that Baykov was found guilty of illegally accessing computer
information and violating computer operation rules on Sept. 17.

Two other Sarov nuclear center employees — Andrei Rybkin and Andrei Shatokhin — are
awaiting sentencing, the court told RIA Novosti.

The nuclear center’s supercomputer can reportedly reach speeds of 1,000 trillion transactions
per second, or one petaflop. It operates in a special network isolated from the internet for
security reasons.

A lawyer for one of the defendants, Alexei Kovalyov, told state media that his clients had
developed special software to avoid detection and had mined some Bitcoins before getting
caught.

“I can say one thing for sure: they were not detained on the first day they began to mine,”
Kovalyov told the Kremlin-funded RT television channel.

Bitcoin, a cryptocurrency built on blockchain technology, consumes more energy than the
country of Switzerland, according to some estimates, and energy costs for mining Bitcoin are
notoriously high.
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